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ABSTRACT

The relationship between the user Quality of Experience
(QoE) with Internet applications and the Quality of Service
(QoS) of the underlying network and applications is com-
plex. Unveiling statistical relations between QoE and QoS
can boost the prediction and diagnosis of QoE. In this pa-
per, we shed light on the relationship among QoE and QoS
for a popular application: YouTube video streaming. We
conducted a controlled study where we asked users to rate
the quality of YouTube videos under different network con-
ditions. During this experiments we also captured network
QoS and application (i.e., video streaming) QoS. We then
analyze the resulting dataset with SES, a feature selection
algorithm that identifies multiple, minimal-size, statistically-
equivalent signatures with maximal predictive power for a
target variable (e.g., QoE). We ran SES with different fea-
tures as input: (i) all QoS features, (ii) only network QoS,
and (iii) only application QoS features. Several conclusions
are drawn from our statistical analysis. We found that
the video startup delay is statistically equivalent to features
based on the round-trip time (RTT), whereas features about
the video resolution are equivalent to the size of the packet
stream.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of media delivery services (e.g.,

VoD, LiveTV) and devices (e.g., tablets, smartphones) more
and more users share and consume video content in their
everyday activities, for example for education or entertain-
ment. A high Quality of Service (QoS) is essential for sus-
taining the revenue of service providers, carriers, and device
manufactures. Yet, users’ Quality of Experience (QoE) is
far from perfect—e.g., videos that get stalled or that take
a long time to load. Dissatisfied users may change Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) or video streaming services. Hence,
the incentives for measuring and improving QoE are high.
Video streaming services can instrument the player to di-
rectly measure application QoS metrics such as startup de-
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lay or buffering events. ISPs, however, can only monitor
network QoS metrics such as throughput or delay. Mapping
network and application QoS to QoE is challenging.

The literature is rife with studies that aim at mapping
QoS to QoE. Some studies use subjective metrics of QoE
to capture experience scores users give explicitly and then
build models of QoS to QoE [1, 2, 3, 4]. Subjective QoE
studies are costly in terms of required human effort and it
is often hard obtain user feedback in all possible scenarios
that may arise in practice. Another approach is to infer user
experience implicitly from user engagement metrics (e.g.,
viewing time, abandonment ratio, number of visits) [5, 6, 7,
8]. Studies based on user engagement require an extremely
large number of users to control for all possible variations
of human viewing behaviors and other confounding factors.
Instead of measuring QoE, some previous studies proposed
quality models to assess application QoS (e.g., join time or
buffered playtime) from the underlying network conditions
(e.g., bandwidth, packet losses) [9, 4]. These studies, how-
ever, work with the assumption that application QoS is a
good proxy for QoE.

Uncovering statistically equivalent subsets of QoS met-
rics across and within levels provides actionable knowledge
for building QoE predictors, given that not all metrics can
be obtained with the same effort. To achieve this goal, we
leverage recent advances on feature selection algorithms [10,
11] to exploit available experimental evidence of the joint
probability distributions of QoE/QoS metrics. This type of
statistical reasoning will enable us to determine local causal
relationships between a target QoE variable, seen as effect,
and multiple QoS metrics across or within levels, seen as
causes. Such data-driven analysis is justified by the multi-
plicity of dependencies that exist between network or appli-
cation QoS metrics as different adaptation mechanisms (e.g.,
TCP congestion avoidance, HTTP bitrate adaptation) are
activated at each level in real life. Fig. 1 illustrates these de-
pendencies with directed edges. Building optimal predictors
based on (eventually several) probabilistically minimal sub-
sets of features opens the way for a principled comparison
of the predictors built on top. To the best of our knowl-
edge this is the first work in this direction that mines causal
relationships between concrete sets of features depicted in
Fig. 3.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we describe our experimental testbed and instrumentation
software. In Section 3 we detail our experimental design
in terms of network configuration scenarios and representa-
tive conditions of user experience that we tested with online
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Figure 1: Known QoS/QoE dependences.
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Figure 2: Testbed for the collection of the ground-
truth dataset. Dashed boxes are part of the experi-
ment setting with user participation.

users. In Section 4 we present the statistically equivalent
QoS signatures extracted by our experimental data using
the SES [11] feature selection method. In Section 5 we sum-
marize our work and provide plans for future work.

2. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The statistical analysis we conduct in this paper requires

a ground-truth dataset where we have network and applica-
tion QoS during video streaming sessions annotated with
user QoE. We generate this dataset for a popular video
streaming service, YouTube, in a controlled setting that we
describe in this section. The next section will describe the
details of the user study we conducted in this setting.

Testbed. We have set up a testbed for measuring the QoS
of streaming YouTube videos while emulating various net-
work conditions (Fig. 2). The testbed consists of a router
and a laptop. The router (TL-WDR3600) runs the Open-
WRT 15.05, a Linux-based operating system for embedded
devices. The router connects to the Internet with a Gigabit
Ethernet link. We use tc and netem on the router to limit
the bandwidth of both the LAN and WAN network inter-
faces of the router as well as to introduce delays and packet
losses. The screen of the Windows 8.1 laptop (Dell Inspiron
17R SE 7720) is configured at a maximum brightness and
resolution (1920 x 1080 pixels). The volume level is set at
24%, using the built-in speakers of the device. The laptop is
configured with all network interfaces down, except the one
connected to the router. We use the Firefox Web browser
(v45.0.1) to stream YouTube videos.

Monitoring network QoS. We instrument the laptop to
capture network packet traces with WinDump,1 the Win-
dows version of tcpdump. We then extract network QoS

1https://www.winpcap.org/windump/
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Figure 3: Overview of QoS metrics and their fea-
tures. A QoS metric can be single-valued (∗), event
list (†), or a time series (‡). A QoS feature is a single-
valued summary statistic about a QoS metric.

metrics from the packet traces using tcptrace
2. We can

only extract the RTT metrics regarding the packet flow di-
rection towards the YouTube server. Obtaining the RTT
for both flow directions requires the instrumentation of the
YouTube server, too.

Monitoring video QoS. We developed VidQTracker, a
Firefox extension that monitors the application QoS for stream-
ing videos and relies on the HTML5 video element and its
API. VidQTracker represents the viewing of a video with
a session specified by a start-of-loading and a termination
timestamp. VidQTracker serializes all recorded information
about that video session in a JSON file and sends it to an
HTTP server via a POST request. Appropriate event lis-
teners capture when the video starts loading, starts playing,
and is terminated, as well as the video duration. Video ter-
mination happens for one of the following three reasons: (i)
playback completion, (ii) user abandonment, or (iii) an er-
ror. Additionally, we detect buffering, pause, and off-screen
events. A buffering event is a video playback freezing due
to a temporal lack of data in the playout video buffer. We
model buffering events using their start and end timestamps,
indicating when the video playback temporarily stopped and
resumed. A pause event starts when the user clicks on the
pause button, and ends when playback is resumed. An off-
screen event occurs when the Firefox window is minimized,
or the specific Firefox tab becomes inactive (i.e., the user
navigates to another Firefox tab). We model both pause
and off-screen events using their start and end timestamps.
We also capture changes in the video resolution (decided by
the rate-adaptation algorithm) and the video player (e.g.,
user clicks on the “Theater mode” or the “Full screen” but-
ton, or changes the size of the Firefox window). Information

2http://www.tcptrace.org/tcptrace-manual/manual/



that is not available through events, is polled from available
variables or parsed from the parent HTML document. In
particular, the number of parsed, decoded, presented, and
painted video frames are sampled with sampling period of
1 second. The URL and title of the Web page containing
the video, as well as the URL of the video source, and the
service type (e.g., VoD or live) are parsed from the parent
document.

From QoS metrics to QoS features. We compute a vec-
tor of network and application QoS features for every video
session. These QoS features are essentially statistics (i.e.,
min, max, mean, median, stdev) about various QoS metrics,
e.g., buffering events and video resolution at the application
level, or throughput and round-trip time (RTT) at the net-
work level. More specifically, we compute137 application-
level and 163 network-level features for each video (as sum-
marized in Fig. 3). The service type can be video on de-
mand (VoD) or a live stream (both test videos are VoD).
The termination type can be playback completion (when the
entire video has been played), user abandonment (when the
user reloaded the page or navigated to a different URL),
or an error (e.g., the video resource was not found). The
video session duration is the difference between its start and
end timestamps. Each network-level QoS feature is com-
puted for both downstream and upstream. The notation ↑,
↓, and l is used to indicate the direction from the laptop
to YouTube, from YouTube to the laptop, and both direc-
tions, respectively. The feature“total packets”is computed 3
times, namely, ↑, ↓, and l. RTT↓ measures the interval from
the arrival of an incoming packet at the local network inter-
face to the departure of the respective ACK from the same
interface, and hence takes extremely low values. Instead
of the average throughput feature that tcptrace provides,
we extract a richer set of features from the raw through-
put timeseries. Fig. 3 groups metrics (and the homonymous
features) about specific TCP options together in a dashed
box. The classification of the QoS features shown in Fig. 3
is for presentation purposes only, and does not influence the
analysis.

Experiment settings. During an experiment, we stream
a set of videos under a set of network configurations. A
network configuration is a combination of bandwidth, delay,
and packet loss values for the router configuration, which
we set using tc and netem. For each network configuration,
we launch Firefox in private-browsing mode with the video
URL as argument (Fig. 2). We capture the network traffic
with WinDump and the application QoS with VidQTracker.

The space of network conditions is large, but not all set-
tings will trigger visible changes in video QoS metrics. If the
video QoS metrics are constant, then there is little chance
that user QoE would be different in our controlled setting.
To reduce the number of configurations to test with real
users we deployed two experimental settings. The first with-
out user participation aimed at narrowing down the number
of network configurations and the second involved users in
rating the quality of the videos they watched under different
conditions.

• In the experiments without user participation, we test
all combinations when we set bandwidth to 1, 5, 10,
and 30 Mbps, delay to 0, 30, 100, 200, and 1000 ms,
and loss to 0%, 0.1%, and 0.5%. The next section

presents the results of this analysis, which we use to
set the network configurations for the user study.

• In the experiments with users, we have a GUI to syn-
chronize the user actions and the configuration of the
experiment. When the user clicks the button to view
a video, our script sets the network configuration and
launches Firefox. When the JSON file appears in the
filesystem or a maximum video session time has elapsed,
the script kills Firefox and prompts the user to rate the
quality of the video using the 5-star scale user score.

3. USER STUDY
This section first analyzes the results of our experiments

without users to select the network configurations to use in
the user study. Then, we describe our method for recruiting
users and conducting the study. Finally, we present a brief
characterization of the dataset resulting from this study.

3.1 Videos and network configurations
We select two test videos for the study. We wanted to pick

a small number of video sessions not to increase the number
of tests each user has to rate by too much. To avoid any
bias because of the video content itself, we picket two sim-
ilar videos—both are action movie previews. Table 1 lists
the two videos as well as the bitrates and frames per second
for each video under different resolutions. We picked these
particular videos because both are available on high reso-
lution (i.e., 1080p, or higher), and as the table shows they
have similar bitrates on each resolution level. We aimed for
user participation of two 20-minute rating sessions. Given
the duration of the selected videos, we planned for 4 video
assessments per rating session, considering also various de-
lays (e.g., the startup delay, buffering events, and the time
users require to provide their QoE feedback).

We conducted experiments without users where we cov-
ered 60 combinations of network configurations. We tested
each network configuration 10 times using the test video 2
(Table 1), each time obtaining a vector of application-level
QoS features. The video was chosen because of its avail-
ability on even higher-quality adaptive streaming formats
(i.e., resolution of 2560x1440 and 3840x2160 px). Choosing
3 easily-understood features, namely the sum of buffering
durations, the weighted mean resolution, and the startup
delay, we ran the K-means clustering algorithm. We tried
multiple values for the input parameter k that specifies the
number of clusters in which the input data should be parti-
tioned. In particular, we tried each k-value k ∈ {5, 6, ..., 12}
100 times, each time randomly choosing the initial cluster
centroid positions. The best clustering, based on the silhou-
ette method [12], reported 8 clusters. Then we traced back

Table 1: Adaptive formats of test videos
Video 1 Video 2

Resolution
(pixels)

Bitrate (bps) Framerate
(fps)

Bitrate (bps) Framerate
(fps)MP4 WEBM MP4 WEBM

256x144 111620 117846 12 110316 133378 13
426x240 254106 266924 24 247749 276596 25
640x360 661263 489218 24 628814 520312 25
854x480 1239085 914945 24 1155270 975176 25
1280x720 2386422 1812522 24 2315971 1918178 25
1920x1080 4364609 3137856 24 4356456 3358321 25
2560x1440 – – – 10348977 11055642 25
3840x2160 – – – 22128661 22293096 25

Duration 2:33 2:29
URL https://youtu.be/ncvFAm4kYCo https://youtu.be/31vUX88BE6E
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Figure 4: Distribution of QoE scores for each net-
work scenario. The number of coinciding QoE scores
is provided in parentheses. MOS shows the mean
QoE across all users for a specific scenario.

the network configurations that resulted in these 8 YouTube
QoS conditions. Table 2 reports the centroid of each clus-
ter and the most frequently observed configuration among
the cluster elements. Within most clusters, all packet loss
configuration values were present. The laptop screen pro-
vided an upper bound on the video resolution, which did
not increase over 1920x1080 when we tested 30-Mbps net-
work configurations. The exact number of 8 clusters that
K-means reported facilitated our decision about the config-
urations to test. In addition, we decided to a) to ignore the
packet loss configuration column, and b) to use a 10-Mbps
bandwidth value instead of 30 Mbps (cluster 1 at Table 2).
Table 3 summarizes the network configurations and videos
that the users assessed during the study.

3.2 Recruitment and method
We recruited seven volunteers among our colleagues at

Inria (mostly masters and doctoral students in computer
science), excluding the authors of this paper. The study fol-
lowed the guidelines for the subjective assessment of video
quality of Internet video [13], subject to few modifications
pertaining to HTTP adaptive video streaming, and the mini-
mization of the user participation time. Each user attended
two experiment sessions of 20 minutes. During a session,
a user watches one video (source stimulus) streamed four
times, under different network configurations (as presented
in Table 3). The study did not include any training session
for the demonstration of the range and type of impairments
to be assessed.

Table 2: Clusters of application QoS and the net-
work configuration that produced them.
Cluster Configuration Application QoS
ID size BW delay loss Sum Buff. Dur. WMean res. Startup delay
1 201 30 Mbps 30 ms 0% 0.0 sec 911 px 0.7 sec
2 103 10 Mbps 100 ms 0.1% 0.0 sec 951 px 2.3 sec
3 58 1 Mbps 100 ms 0.5% 0.0 sec 377 px 8.6 sec
4 27 5 Mbps 200 ms 0.5% 0.3 sec 734 px 3.8 sec
5 39 1 Mbps 30 ms 0.1% 0.8 sec 364 px 9.0 sec
6 129 10 Mbps 1 s 0% 12.6 sec 335 px 22.5 sec
7 15 1 Mbps 1 s 0.5% 25.3 sec 281 px 21.7 sec
8 28 5 Mbps 1 s 0.5% 27.6 sec 298 px 22.0 sec

Table 3: Network configurations and test videos.
Session 1 Session 2

Bandwidth Delay Video Bandwidth Delay Video
10 Mbps 100 ms Video 1 5 Mbps 200 ms Video 2
5 Mbps 1 s Video 1 1 Mbps 1 s Video 2
1 Mbps 100 ms Video 1 10 Mbps 30 ms Video 2
10 Mbps 1 s Video 1 1 Mbps 30 ms Video 2

3.3 Dataset characteristics
We analyzed the distribution of QoE scores on each sce-

nario (Fig. 4). In general, users agreed about the assessment
of each tested scenario. We examined both application QoS
features that were directly perceived by the users (Fig. 5 (a–
d)), and the underlying network QoS features (Fig. 5 (e–h)).
We observe that scenarios with a network delay of 1 sec.
have startup delay higher than 20 sec., and are the only
ones to suffer from buffering events. Scenarios with 1 sec.
delay also had a low resolution, with some exceptions at the
10 Mbps scenario. Scenarios with 1 Mbps bandwidth and
30 or 100 ms delay exhibited high variance of startup de-
lay. Scenarios with 10 Mbps bandwidth and 30 or 100 ms
delay, as well as the 5-Mbps 200-ms scenario exhibited high
variance of video resolution. Scenarios with 1 sec. delay
have mean round-trip time (RTT) 2 sec. This is expected,
because the 1-sec. delay is introduced on each direction.

Videos streamed under the scenario with 10 Mbps band-
width and 1 sec. delay achieve interestingly low through-
put (Fig. 5 (f)). The weighted average observed window↓
is low, too (Fig. 5 (g)). Having a closer look on this sce-
nario revealed that, on average, 0.07% of the total packets↓
are retransmissions. Operating with this configuration, the
testbed router stores every packet for 1 sec in its buffers, be-
fore sending it to the next hop. This makes the router prone
to having its buffers overflowed and drop packets. The TCP
sender running at the YouTube server keeps its congestion
window low is response to the packet loss it experiences.

4. QoS-QoE CAUSAL RELATIONS
We rely on the SES [11] method to identify multiple minimal-

size sets of QoS features with maximal predictive power for
the target QoE. SES accepts as input a dataset D with net-
work and application QoS features annotated with user QoE,
seen as random variables. It reports a number of variable
sets Qi, i = 1...n such that each set Qi contains variables
that are ‘equivalent’ to each other, w.r.t. a target variable
T , such as the QoE.. One can then build a predictive sig-
nature by choosing one variable from each set Qi. Two
signatures A and B contain equivalent information about T
if and only if the following conditions hold: T 6⊥ A, T 6⊥ B,
T ⊥ A|B and T ⊥ B|A. X ⊥ Y |Z denotes that two sets of
variables X and Y are conditionally independent given a set
of variables Z. Conditional dependence is defined as absence
of conditional independence and denoted as X 6⊥ Y |Z. Two
variable sets X and Y are conditionally independent given
Z if and only if P (X ∩ Y |Z) = P (X|Z) ∗ P (Y |Z). We rely
on the Fisher z-test [14] for the assessment of conditional
independences, using a significance level of α= 0.05.

Initially, the algorithm creates an empty set S of selected
variables, all variables are considered for inclusion in S, and
each variable is considered equivalent only to itself (Qi ← i).
During the main loop the algorithm alternatively attempts
to (a) include in S the variable maximally associated3 with
T conditioned on any possible subset of the variables already
selected and (b) exclude from S any variable X that is not
any more associated with T given any subset Z of other
variables in S. Once a variable X is excluded from S, it
cannot be inserted any more. However, before eliminating
X from S, the algorithm tries to identify any variable Y in

3Maximal association stands for statistical dependence with
minimal p-value.
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Figure 6: Multiple equivalent QoS-feature signatures for the prediction of QoE, when considering a) appli-
cation and network, b) only network, and c) only application QoS features.

Z that is equivalent to X, by verifying whether Y 6⊥ T |Z′

where Z′ ← (Z ∪ {X}) \ {Y }. If such a variable exists, the
list of X-equivalent variables QX is added to QY . Finally,
all equivalence sets Qi, i ∈ S, are returned as output.

It is worth noticing that for scalability and performance
concerns, SES computes only an approximation of the com-
plete set of signatures. However, the algorithm guarantees
that the reported signatures are equivalent and minimal-size.

We ran SES 3 times, providing as input dataset a) all QoS
features, b) only network-, and c) only application-level QoS
features. Fig. 6 presents the reported sets of equivalent QoS
features Qi annotated with the respective QoS metrics from
which they were derived. QoS metrics appear in italics in
both the text and figures to distinguish them from QoS fea-
tures. The notation ↑, ↓, and l is used to indicate the packet
stream direction from the laptop to YouTube, from YouTube
to the laptop, and both directions, respectively. All features
belonging to a set Qi are equivalent with each other for the
prediction of the target QoE. A directed edge from an equiv-
alence set Qi to the target T (i.e., QoE) represents the con-
ditional dependence between the variables in Qi and T (i.e.,
V 6⊥ T,∀V ∈ Qi). The fact that in all three cases 3 sets of
equivalent features (i.e., Q1, Q2, Q3) have been reported is

a coincidence. The number n of variable sets Qi, i = 1...n is
defined by the statistical dependences between the variables
in D (i.e., the QoS/QoE vector space).

When fed with all QoS features (Fig. 6 (a)), SES found
3 sets of equivalent features. In each set, both application-
level and network-level features are present. More specifi-
cally, the startup delay is found equivalent to the max RTT↑
(Q1), as well as the mean or median buffering duration with
the painting frame rate (Q2). Q3 contains 12 features about
the packet stream size, in both directions, and the weighted
mean resolution. When fed with only network QoS features
(Fig. 6 (b)), SES found the following equivalence sets: RTT
features (Q1), features about packet stream size↑ (Q2), and
features about the packet stream size↓ and the mean ob-
served window↑ (Q3). In the case of using only applica-
tion QoS features (Fig. 6 (c)), SES found two single-feature
equivalence sets, namely the mean painting frame rate (Q1)
and the weighted mean resolution (Q2), as well as a set con-
taining the mean and median buffering duration (Q3).

The discovered sets Qi (Fig. 6 (a)) raise a number of in-
teresting observations regarding the statistical equivalence
of features from different levels.

A video starts playing after some content is available in



the playout video buffer. In the background, a TCP con-
nection is established between the client host and a node of
the content delivery network (CDN). After the connection
is established, the client starts requesting video segments
(chunks). TCP connections are established with a 3-way
handshake. The handshake adds 1-RTT delay before the
first client request can be actually transmitted. In this re-
spect, startup delay and RTT features are found by SES
statistically equivalent.

The different formats of the videos come with different
bitrates (Table 1). Using a higher-resolution format of the
video requires more data and more packets to be sent to the
client. The higher the number of packets in the ↓ direction
the more ACKs need to be sent in the ↑ direction. This
could justify why SES found the packet stream size (both ↑
and ↓) equivalent with the resolution.

The video framerate is a timeseries derived from sampling
the rate at which video frames are painted on the screen.
Samples during the startup delay and buffering events are
0-valued. Samples obtained while the video is playing have
the value specified by the currently-used adaptive video for-
mat (Table 1), or a lower value when frames are dropped
(e.g., because they missed the display deadline, or were cor-
rupted). The lowest-bitrate adaptive video format has both
reduced resolution and video framerate (Table 1). The video
framerate is impacted by the duration of the startup delay
and the buffering events, as well as the duration the lowest-
bitrate format has been used. For example, video sessions
with high sum of buffering durations have low mean painting
frame rate. SES successfully includes the mean and median
buffering duration, and the mean painting frame rate in the
same equivalence set Q2 (Fig. 6 (a)).

SES did not find any network-level QoS feature equivalent
to buffering features (Fig. 6 (a)). Some papers [9, 3, 15] have
proposed a method for estimating the occurrence of buffer-
ing events by inspecting relevant parts of the packet stream.
In particular, the method retrieves the bitrate of the cur-
rently used adaptive video format (Table. 1), and the size
and timestamps of the packets transferring the video. The
adaptive video format is identified from the HTTP headers
of the client requests about video chunks. Using this packet-
derived information, the playout video buffer status is recon-
structed. When the video duration stored in the buffer drops
below a threshold, a buffering event occurs. The method as-
sumes a) no user intervention on the playback (e.g., pausing
the playback), b) knowledge about the adaptive formats and
their bitrates, and c) access to HTTP headers (i.e., no use
of HTTPS). Finding a similar way to estimate the playout
video buffer status from encrypted HTTPS YouTube traf-
fic could provide a buffering-equivalent feature derived from
the network level. SES is a filtering algorithm that filters
the features given as input. Construction of new, complex
features could be the subject of classification algorithms like
SVM.

5. SUMMARY
In this work we exploited an original framework for min-

ing causal relationships among QoE and various QoS met-
rics at network and application level. In particular, we have
analysed QoE scores provided by a set of users for YouTube
video streaming applications under different network con-
ditions. This work is the first step towards our ambition
to assess QoE directly from network QoS metrics obtained

via passive measurements of real traffic generated by on-
line users. We will rely on the extracted minimal QoE/QoS
signatures to build real-time predictors and compare their
accuracy when using only network, only application or both
QoS metrics. Last but not least, we plan to extend our
experimental setting for other online applications such as
teleconferencing services.
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